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The 2013 EduRadio Project 
 
The EduRadio Project lived at CFRU 93.3FM, Guelph, 
Ontario‟s campus and community radio station, in the 
winter of  2013. CFRU received a grant from the 
Community Radio Association of  Canada to develop 
three projects: an Academic Radio Project at the 
University level, a summer camp for youth, and a media 
literacy workshop for high school students.  
 
This teaching manual focuses on the first prong of  that 
grant: the Academic Radio Project. Using grant money, 
CFRU hired an Academic Radio Assistant to work with 
professors and students at the University of  Guelph to 
produce, edit, host, and air short-form radio 
documentaries as final projects (instead of  papers or 
presentations, say). 

Introduction 
 
Thanks for picking up the EduRadio Teaching 
Manual! This document is meant to assist university 
teachers and radio producers who want to work 
together to incorporate an audio component into 
their courses. 
 
Maybe you‟re a tenured professor and long-time 
radio listener. Or maybe you‟ve been making radio 
for 25 years but never stood in front of  a classroom. 
Or maybe you just want to offer university students 
a unique way to develop listening, writing, 
researching, and technological skills. No matter what 
your motivation - if  you want to make radio in the 
classroom, this manual can help.  

the History 



And the Academic Radio Assistant turned out to be...me. I‟m 
Kelly Jones. I‟m a PhD student in philosophy at the University 
of  Guelph. I‟m a sessional instructor and teaching assistant. As 
of  2013, I had been making radio at CFRU for three years. I do 
a show called Pioneer Radio: it‟s a mosaic of  interviews and non-
narrated stories and sound art. Being the Academic Radio 
Assistant was natural for me - I actually got to bring together 
two huge parts of  my life at the same time, for the first time! It 
was great. 
 
 
There aren‟t a lot of  graduate student TAs (outside of  
communications) who also make radio, though. If  you‟re a 
professor who‟s lucky enough to have a TA like that, then you‟re 
well on your way to using and making radio in the classroom. If  
not, I`d suggest finding a way to hire an independent radio 
producer as a research assistant. Even if  you‟re a professor that 
has made radio before, this project will work better (and be less 
stressful!) if  two people can split the course content teaching 
duties and the radio teaching duties. 

Your Author 

That‟s me on the left. 

That‟s June. She taught me 
everything I know. 



CFRU wanted to 
provide students and 
their profs with the tools 
they‟d need to make 
radio both in and out of  
the classroom. 
 
Our hope was that profs 
would see radio as a 
medium for their 
students not only to 
explore their own 
creativity, but learn to 
listen, communicate, and 
write differently. We 
think radio can stretch 
brains and skills. We 
provided tech, 
workshops, and space 
for students to learn 
how to tell stories and 
showcase research so 
that they might gain an 
interest in alternative 
media and have a chance 
to broadcast all of  the 
hard work they‟d done in 
the classroom. 

Students were divided 
into groups of three 

based on similar 
interest concerning 

topics like gun control, 
aboriginal rights, and 
global warming—all 

from Canadian 
perspectives. 

Each student was 
responsible for finding 
an interview subject, 

conducting an 
interview, editing their 
piece, and voicing part 

of a script. Groups 
combined their 

individual interviews 
into longer 

documentaries. 

In this course, students 
took a strong stand 

against the opinions of 
their professor and 

made a documentary 
arguing for their 

collective position. 
Students formed 

groups based on tasks: 
two groups ran short 

social experiments and 
collected data; one 
group conducted 

interviews; one group 
was responsible for 

production and editing. 
All groups participated 

in the hosting/
voiceover process. 

Students read articles 
on topics that were 
important to them, 

which formed the basis 
for their radio research. 
Each student solicited 
an interview from a 

member of a 
community 

organization. Then 
they worked in pairs, 

according to their 
research interests, to 
edit those interviews 

into half-hour 
documentaries on 
feminist topics.  

Students were given 
the option to make 

radio documentaries or 
short videos in order to 
showcase a local social 
or environmental issue 

or organization. 
Students worked alone 

with the Academic 
Radio Assistant to 

produce ten minute 
documentaries outside 

of class time.  

Because every class was different, all of the outcomes varied, too. Overall, 
profs were pleased with how they managed to incorporate radio into the 
classroom and assignments. Students were generally happy to do something 
other than write a research paper. Each course had its own areas of 
improvement, but this manual exists to try to lay out all of those options in 
one place, so that you can tailor your course according to what will get you 
the best outcomes. 

The 2013 EduRadio: Academic Radio Project—What We Did 

“Being Canadian”  
First Year Seminar  
Catherine Carstairs 

“Beyond Literacy” 
First Year Seminar 

Michael Ridley 

“Gender+Diversity” 
Third Year WMST 
Andrew Robinson 

“Communication for 
Social + Environmental 
Change”   
Graduate Course  
Helen Hambly Odame 

GOALS: COURSES: 

OUTCOMES: 



This manual is a rough guide for how to incorporate audio documentary storytelling into 
an undergraduate humanities class. It‟s based on what we did during the 2013 EduRadio 

Project, but also takes into account what we‟ll do differently next time around. To contribute to this 
manual, visit: sites.google.com/site/theacademicradioproject/ (it would be great to crowdsource a way 
to do this in science courses! Hint, hint...). 

 

incorporate a media component into a 
course 

 
  provide evidence of  community-engaged scholarship to 

tenure/promotion committees 
 

promote “critical making” (skills-building through a critical 
theory lens) 

 
increase student buy-in/engagement/sense of  ownership 

and pride in student work 
 

bridge academic learning and „real world‟ context by giving 
students practical, hands-on experience using radio skills 

and research methods 
 

connect students with their community through interviews 
and networking; give back to the community by raising 

awareness of  local issues 

 

help teach radio making/storytelling 
outside of  a communications/
journalism setting 
 
access a community/collaborative group 
 
practice teaching others to tell stories, so that you can 
critically reflect on your own process 
 
have slightly more steady work than freelancing provides… 

WHAT? 

WHO? 

Professors* Producers* 

*The brain logo is used throughout the manual to designate pages specifically 

meant for professors. The ear logo is used throughout the manual to designate 

pages specifically meant for radio producers/Academic Radio Assistants. 

What (is this manual)? Who (is it for)? 



How many students will take your course? Start to 
think about whether you‟d like them to work in small 
groups, large groups, or individually. 
 
What space is available to you outside the classroom? 
Does your school provide an open access media center? 
Where will students record their scripts? (If  you have 
access to a campus radio studio, use that. If  not, talk 
with your producer about converting your office into a 
mobile studio.) 
 
Play around with free demos of  editing software. 
Which do YOU find easiest to use? Use that one. 
Standardize the technology as much as possible - it will 
make troubleshooting easier, later on. 
 
What media outlets are available for your student after 
the class is over? Could their projects air on campus/
community radio? Does your school participate in 
iTunes U? Will you provide a quick-and-dirty blog or 
public wiki that students could post their project to? 

Connect with your local campus/community radio 
station. Let them know what you‟re planning and talk 
about what sort of  technology and space they could 
offer your class. Get trained and oriented to the 
station‟s particular technology (sound boards, portable 
recorders, editing software). 
 
If  possible, hire a TA familiar with audio production 
and writing for radio. If  one doesn‟t exist, hire an 
independent producer as a research assistant. Meet with 
her as often as necessary while you develop your 
syllabus so that planning is collaborative. 
 
READ: http://transom.org is a great resource for all 
things radio! Also, check out This American Life‟s 
illustrated guide to radio:  
http://store.thisamericanlife.org/default.asp 
 
LISTEN: tune in! Listen to podcasts, campus radio, 
public radio...all of  it! Find out what you like and why 
so that you can talk easily about radio in class.  

Getting Started (Professors) 

Things to think about: First steps: 

http://transom.org
http://store.thisamericanlife.org/default.asp


Don‟t be afraid to use your own work as examples - one of  the 
most valuable things students will see is your process (workflow 

and thoughts/insights) 
 

    In the end, this isn‟t your class. Make sure you give what‟s 
due to the course material. 

 
    As in making radio, teaching radio involves showing, less 
telling. Although we‟re working with audio, learning how to 

make radio is a visual process. Whenever you play clips in class, 
make sure that students can see them play from the editing 

software they‟ll use later, even if  you‟re not editing at the time. 
 

    Be knowledgeable, ready, and willing to help the prof  sort 
out any tech issues BEFORE class starts. Troubleshooting will 
need to happen, but if  all of  the pieces are in place in advance, 

you can just worry about fixing them when they break (so to 
speak). 

 
    Most of  your work with students should happen in small 

groups outside of  class. Be available, flexible, and approachable 
- the learning curve will be super high and they‟ll need you! 

 
    Don‟t take any prior knowledge for granted. Many students 

won‟t know that radio “is still a thing”... 

Get familiar with course material. Skim or read assigned texts in 
advance and be on the lookout for where you can connect 
course content with radio content (either in your writing 
workshop or in audio samples). 
 
Meet with the prof  two or more times to go over the syllabus 
and assignments before class starts. Get clear on what the prof  
expects and needs, and when. Decide (with her) on whether 
you‟ll attend every class, or whether students should expect to 
meet with you once a week in small groups, or both (the answer 
to this could depend on your hours-per-week wage). 
 
Solidify tech needs and cost(s). Know exactly how recording 
will happen and what tech you‟ll need, and when. Anticipate as 
much as possible: licensing fees / zip drives / HDMI cables for 
presentations / available and appropriate space for workshops, 
if  the regular classroom won‟t cut it. 
 
Join AIR, if  you haven‟t already! Their listserv is invaluable. If  
you have a question about anything at all, some AIR member 
somewhere will have five answers! http://www.airmedia.org/ 

Getting Started (Producers) 

Things to think about: First steps: 

http://www.airmedia.org/


Knowledge 
 

The inclusion of a radio component shouldn‟t dictate 
course content at all - in fact, its job is to strengthen 

what profs are already teaching.  
 

Skills 
 

Critical listening skills 
Proficiency using recording and editing software 

Alternative writing + researching skills 
Creative collaboration 

Time management 
Short- and long-term project development 

 
Values + Dispositions 

 
Importance of community engagement 

Value of lifelong learning outside classroom 
Importance of smooth relationship between self-

motivation + team management 
Value of alternative media as a resource for often 

underprivileged voices  

Listening activities in + out of class 
Recording + editing workshops / practice 
Scripting + researching workshops / journals 
Group work + class reflection activities 
Individual contributions to long doc assignment 
Short / long doc assignments 
 
 
 
Research and interview people outside of the academy. 
Skill development valuable for seeking post-university job 
Developed during the assignment planning, scripting, and 
editing processes 
Academic training combined with anti-oppressive research, 
interviewing, and editing techniques 

Skills 
 

Knowledge 
 

Values + Dispositions 

These should match what the prof would „normally‟ do in 
her course. Radio activities shouldn‟t take over - instead, 
they should be used to bolster what‟s already taught. The 
academic and radio components don‟t have to be separate. 
It‟s possible to include small listening exercises in class that 
are both on topic in terms of course content and also add to 
the development of radio listening, research, and writing 
skills by exposing students to various ways of presenting 
and processing information.  

Planning: Syllabus 
RADIO COMPONENTS: 

ACADEMIC COMPONENTS: 

CORRESPONDING ACTIVITIES: 



Planning: TECHNOLOGY 
This page contains the building 
blocks for a very portable, 
relatively cheap studio that you 
could assemble in an office 
somewhere on campus (if  a 
studio or media lab is 
unavailable/undesirable to you. 

A desktop or laptop 
computer—preferably a 
Mac. 

Hindenburg editing software 
(basic: $99 / Pro: $375): 
hindenburgsystems.com 

External hard drive, exclusively for 
storing audio files and editing sessions. 

Headphones x2 
(NOT earbuds...) 

Stereo headphone 
splitter cable 

Two-channel audio/
laptop interface, "M-
Track Plus" ($99)  

x2 cardioid microphones / x2 mic stands 

Portable Vocal “Sound 
Booth” (i.e., Fabric Cube with 
Acoustic Foam) - assembly in-
structions at: http://
transom.org/?p=35253 

In class, you will 
need some kind 
of “doc cam” or 
other projector, in 
order to show 
students what 
sound looks like 
whenever you 
play it. 



Introduce students to good listening practices so that they can 
develop listening habits on their own throughout the semester. 
    
Introduce students to the range of radio storytelling possibilities. 
 
Get students excited to discuss what they hear, why they like or 
dislike it, and how they might like to make radio. 

Make sure that you play this audio so that students can SEE the 
waveforms. The more exposure they have to what audio looks 
like in editing software, the more they can get a handle on the 
world they‟re about to enter. If you can show them mixed 
sessions, that‟s best. 
 
Remind students that this is the skill that - more than learning to 
edit - will get them the radio chops they need to do a good job. 
The more they listen, the better they‟ll get at writing and editing. 
They should practice all semester long. “Be voracious! Consume radio!” 
 
Be adamant that there are no laptops or tablets or phones on 
desks/tables during this workshop. True: they will most likely go 
on to listen while driving or doing dishes or whatever later, but 
this initiation into radioland should be distraction-free. Have 
them write what they hear, as well as others‟ feedback, on paper.  
 
Because this workshop takes ~45 minutes, there might not be a 
lot left for class time, and almost no room for the workshop 
leader to lecture. Most students will be shy about volunteering 
what they hear, at first. Initiate and guide discussion and let them 
know that there‟s no right or wrong way to develop a taste for 
what they like on the radio.  

Exercise #1: Listen to a pre-chosen short doc 
together. Have students write down 
everything they hear and note when they hear 
it. Discuss. / ~10 minutes including audio 
 
Exercise #2: Listen to a short piece (or clip) 
of  something you made, as a group. Walk 
them through what you did and why. Talk 
about how you meant for it to be heard. 
Listen to it a second time, as a group. Discuss 
whether it “worked” or not. / ~15 minutes 

including audio 
 
Exercise #3: Listen to two short, radically 
different pieces of  radio. Compare/contrast 
what you heard in each. Talk about what the 
differences achieved.  / ~20 minutes including audio 

 
 

Total Time = ~45 minutes 

Listening Workshop 

OBJECTIVES: 

KEEP IN MIND: 

TO DO: 



Illustrate the different methods required in radio research, 
pitching, and workflow. 
 
Compare and contrast these methods to „academic‟ methods.  
 
Get students thinking about what makes a good radio story. 

This workshop might involve more lecturing 
than the others. But if  you can (quickly!) walk 
students through your own research process with 
some small examples so that they can see what 
you do, how, and why - your presentation will 
resonate more. 
 
Students should come to this workshop with the 
following, ready to read to the class: a ~300 word 
“pitch” for an imaginary, long (12 minute) 
documentary, related to course material. They 
aren‟t trying to pitch the  “real” doc that they‟ll 
be assigned later—this is just for practice. 
Remind them that whatever happens here won‟t 
necessarily be set in stone.  

1. Take 5 minutes at the beginning of  class to ask 
students about what they‟ve been listening to lately. 
 
2. Talk about how you conduct research. Explain 
your workflow from soup to nuts for a small project 
you‟ve done in the past. Note how those methods 
might differ from what students are used to, or how 
research processes might overlap. / 10 minutes 
 
3. Make a small “pitch panel”: 
 
You --- Student(1) --- Student(2)      Student(pitch) 
 
S(pitch) reads her pitch to the panel (in front of  the 
class, who acts as an audience). You, S(1), and S(2) 
respond with a round of  questions. S(pitch) 
responds to each question in turn, with the idea that 
the questions will hone her pitch and tighten her 
project. Each question and answer should take no 
more than 3 minutes, total. Repeat this process with 
a second S(pitch). S(pitch)es and student questioners 
should be chosen at random. / 30 minutes  
 

Total Time = ~45 minutes 

OBJECTIVES: 

KEEP IN MIND: 

TO DO: 

Research + Pitching Workshop 



Show students how to use field recording equipment to get the 
best sound in a controlled environment. 
 
Demonstrate the difference between poor-sounding tape and 
great-sounding tape (and how to achieve the latter). 
 
Teach students to conduct themselves professionally during 
interviews, give them practice asking questions, listening 
attentively to responses, and monitoring their body language. 
 
Break down what makes a good interview question and why.  

There is a LOT to do in this workshop, so you‟ll 
have to be quick transitioning between exercises. 
 
It‟s also a workshop devoted to showing more 
than telling, so make sure you demonstrate field 
recording and interviewing body language slowly 
and slightly dramatically (for effect and also 
because you probably won‟t get a chance to do it 
more than once!). 

Exercise #1: 
Make three recordings in the classroom. Have students observe you recording in 
“three acts” and write down IN FINE DETAIL what you do. Each Act should take less than 2 
minutes. Here is a list of tape to get: 
 
Ambient room noise (tell students why this is important, for editing later) 
Act One: a poor recording of the professor saying something (stand too far away, stare at your 
recorder, don‟t put headphones on, etc.) 
Act Two: a decent recording of the professor saying that same thing (stand too close, look mostly at 
your recorder, manhandle the mic, put headphones on, etc.) 
Act Three: a great recording of the professor saying that same thing (stand at an appropriate 
distance, ask the professor to say something so you can check the levels before you begin, look the 
professor in the eyes, put headphones on, etc.) 
 
Load the audio into a computer and demonstrate (through looking AND listening at audio in editing 
software) the difference between that poor recording, a decent recording, and a great recording. Ask 
students to compare their notes to the audio so that you can talk about what had to happen to get 
the great sounding tape (body language, eye contact, mic positioning, headphones). / ~20 minutes 
 
Exercise #2: 
Have students make groups of two: one interviewee, one interviewer. Professor is the moderator for 
the class. 
 
Round one: Interviewer asks Interviewee a very light-hearted question. Interviewee has 30 seconds 
to respond. Moderator keeps time. After 30 seconds, the interviewer does her best to repeat exactly 
what she heard the interviewee say, from memory. Then, interviewer and interviewee switch roles 
and repeat the exercise. 
Round two: the same format, but this time with 60 seconds and a more personal question (within 
reason) is asked. 
As a group: come together as a class and talk about what happened between rounds. Discuss tone 
changes, body language changes, whether timing made a difference in your ability to recall, in what 
ways it was easy/difficult to listen... / ~10 minutes 

 
Mini-Lecture: 
After the exercise debrief, talk generally about what makes a good interview question. Bring 
examples of good questions and bad ones. Talk about how to ask good questions (minimal upspeak, 
professional tones, appropriate body language, etc.) / ~10 minutes 
 

Total Time = ~50 minutes 

OBJECTIVES: 

KEEP IN MIND: 

TO DO: 

Recording + Interviewing Workshop 



Teach components of  good radio writing. 
     
Show students how a script comes together, 
from raw tape to recording voiceover tracks.  

This workshop is about letting students peek 
into your personal workflow so that they can get 
a sense for how the radio writing process works 
and is different from the writing they already 
know how to do. It‟s lecture-intensive, with a 
small break for an exercise. The specifics of  the 
lecture are up to you. You know what goes 
through your mind while you‟re writing - lay it 
out so that others can see. Emphasize the things 
that are generally important: transcripts, 
narrative, driving the story, dynamic voiceovers, 
etc. Encourage students to come up with their 
own workflow, but give them some starting 
points and let them know what key markers they 
need to hit along the way.   

Take 5 minutes at the beginning of  class 
to ask students about what they‟ve been 
listening to lately. 
 
Lecture: Using audio clips and handouts of  
transcripts and finished scripts, take students 
through the soup-to-nuts process of  writing a 
radio script  / ~30 minutes (without exercise) 
 
Exercise #1: give students a paper handout 
of  a transcript of  a piece of  raw tape (3-5 
minutes) from the story you‟re showing them. 
Have them listen to the raw tape while they 
try to make cuts and edits on the paper 
transcript. Give them an extra 3-5 minutes to 
make their edits after the tape finishes. Have 
students talk about the choices they made and 
why they made them. Then play them your 
edited version (~1:00 or less) and talk about 
why you did what you did./ ~15 minutes (in the 

middle of your lecture, when it becomes appropriate) 
 

Total Time = ~50 minutes 

OBJECTIVES: 

KEEP IN MIND: 

TO DO: 

Writing Workshop 



Demonstrate (via hands-on learning) how to use editing 
software to load / edit / mix / and export audio. 
 
Edit 3:00 of  raw tape down to ~45 seconds, insert a 
voiceover intro, add music, and export sessions. 

This workshop needs to take place either: 
  -in a media lab that seats each student at her own 
computer with the same licensed or free editing 
software that you will demonstrate, and headphones 
 -OR in a classroom into which each student brings 
a personal laptop containing the same licensed or free 
editing software that you will demonstrate, and personal 
headphones 
 
You will need to make the following items available on 
zip drives or a cloud: 
 -3:00 of  raw tape 
 -a script for how the raw tape should read once it 
is edited 
 -a short piece of  music 
 -a voiceover that introduces the raw tape 
 -written, step-by-step instructions for how to: 
import audio, mute/solo tracks, cut / copy / hide 
clips / insert silence / raise and fade levels / work with 
music / export sessions  

Editing exercise: 
 
Step 1 - Have students download the audio files, 
handout, and script. 
 
Step 2 - Have everyone open the editing software. 
 
Step 3 - Following your step-by-step handout, slowly 
demonstrate how you would edit this clip (make use of  
clipboards, if  you‟re using Hindenburg), insert a 
voiceover, and mix it with music. Make sure that 
everyone completes each step before moving on to the 
next one. More than one kind of  the same edit should 
be required throughout the process, so you can 
demonstrate the first time and then ask them to figure it 
out the second time (for example, if  there are two 
“um”s you‟d like them to remove from the tape, show 
them how to remove it once and then ask them to do it 
on their own the second time). 
 
Step 4 - When people are finished, have everyone move 
one computer to the left and listen to their peers‟ edits. 
Discuss what was easy, what was difficult, and whether 
they can anticipate problems with their own pieces. Take 
questions, talk about troubleshooting, and put people at 
ease as much as possible. 
 
Step 5 - Demonstrate how to export the session. 
 

Total Time = ~50 minutes 

OBJECTIVES: 

KEEP IN MIND: 

TO DO: 

Editing Workshop 



In the appendix, you will find six sample listening 
exercises with reflection prompts that can be 
sprinkled throughout a course. Radio producers 
can suggest specific pieces to listen to and, working 
with the professor, tailor these exercises to match 
course content.  

This is an individual assignment, designed to help 
students practice all aspects of  radio-making on a 
small scale. 
    
Students should produce, write, and edit a short 
“documentary” no longer than three minutes. 
 
The theme of  the short docs should be related to 
course content, and students should work within 
some (at least two other) constraints (these can run 
the gamut from: including music or silence to 
including at least two voices to including an 
interview to any fun constraint the prof  and the 
producer can come up with). 
 
These assignments should take no more than two 
weeks to complete, start to finish. 
 
In the appendix, you will find a sample script for a 
short doc assignment as well as a sample 
assessment rubric. 

This is a group assignment, but with no more than four students per 
group. 
    
Groups should produce, write, and edit a documentary of  no more than 
12 minutes. 
 
Documentary topics should be chosen from a list of  broad topics 
provided by the professor (and seen by the producer). The list doesn‟t 
have to be set in stone - giving students their general topics is not meant 
to constrain creativity, but to reign in digression and tangents that miss 
the mark. Students should have lots of  free reign in terms of  how they will 
present their material (interviews or non-narrated pieces or some combination of  the 
two, for example). 
 
Group work should be done entirely outside of  class, in consultation 
with the radio producer. Groups should set fairly strict weekly deadlines 
for themselves and decide on an appropriate workflow. 
 
It‟s a good idea to host an optional peer listening night one week before 
this assignment is due so that groups can get feedback on their works-in-
progress from their peers. 
 
In the appendix, you will find a sample script for a long doc assignment 
as well as a sample assessment rubric. 

Assignments 

Listening and Reflection 

Short Doc 

Long Doc  
(Final Assignment) 



Methods of  assessment need to be 
decided on a course-by-course basis, with 
consultation between the professor and 
the producer. The assignments should be 
specially tailored to contain course 
material so that students can be assessed 
on their knowledge, as well as  radio skills. 
 
There are sample assessment rubrics in the 
appendix of  this manual. These were used 
for Andrew Robinson‟s third year 
Women‟s Studies Course in the winter of  
2013 (with the exception of  the short doc 
rubric, which was not a component of  
that course). 
 
We encourage you to use those rubrics as 
templates. When you are designing the 
categories that students will be assessed 
on, try to be as specific as possible about 
your expectations. It‟s also a great idea to 
make your rubric(s) available to students 
well in advance of  an assignment‟s due 
date, so that they can be sure to make their 
short and long docs with the proof's 
course content requirements in mind.  

A Note About Assessment 



APPENDIX 



Technology: Portable Recording: Links to Portable Recording Alternatives 

Sony PCM-M10 
http://www.bhphotovideo.com/c/
product/638090-REG/
Sony_PCM_M10_BLACK_PCM_M1
0_Portable_Audio_Recorder.html 

Zoom H4n 
http://www.bhphotovideo.com/c/
product/600761-REG/
Zoom_H4N_H4n_Handy_Mobile_4_
Track.html 

Edirol/Roland R09HR 
http://www.bhphotovideo.com/c/
product/559244-REG/
Edi-
rol_Roland_R_09HR_R_09HR_Porta
ble_High_Resolution_Audio.html 

Here is a link to Transom.org - where you can sift through a TON of  other portable recorder choices and decide which is the best for 
you (given what you‟d like to record), as well as a list of  recommended external microphones: http://transom.org/?page_id=7514 



Editing Software: Homemade Audacity Guide 
(Note from your author: the students in one of the 2013 courses used Audacity because it is free and super-simple. I am a Hindenburg gal, myself. I recom-
mend that you use Hindenburg if you can (if only for the clipboard function!), but if money is an issue, then hopefully this guide will help you get through a 

semester using Audacity.) 



Slide the fader to the left if you’d like to make the selection louder - or to the right if you’d like 
to make the selection quieter. Double-check that the selection is now the appropriate volume, 
using both your eyes and ears. 

Editing Software: Homemade Audacity Guide (Continued) 



Editing Software: Homemade Audacity Guide (Continued) 



Editing Software: Homemade Audacity Guide (Continued) 



WMST 3010:  Gender and Diversity 
Time:  Thursdays 7:00pm - 9:50 pm 
Location:  MACK 306 
Instructor:  Andrew Robinson 
Email:  arobin07@uoguelph.ca 
Office:  MACK 043 
Office hours by appointment 
 
Learning Objectives 
Through the various activities in this course you can expect to: 
Content: 
• Better understand feminist theory, methods, and ethics in relation to feminist activism and  
• Better understand the contemporary context of feminism and feminist activism in Canada. 
• Generate knowledge about contemporary feminism and feminist activists in Canada. 
 
Skills: 
• Carry out primary and secondary research methods 
• Apply theories to research data 
• Clearly communicate your ideas through a variety of media  
 
Dispositions and values: 
• Gain a deeper appreciation for feminist ways of relating to others.  
 
Course Description 
 
In this course we will learn about issues of identity and diversity in Canadian feminism and 
feminist  
activism.  And we will share what we have learned by producing audio documentaries, 
which we can  
broadcast on the radio and post on the Internet. Students will conduct interviews with femi-
nist activists on topics such as identity and diversity.  We will use the first half of the course 
to prepare for these interviews.  To prepare we will i) read and discuss recent publications 
on feminist theory and Canadian feminism and feminist activism, ii) conduct our own re-
search on existing feminist movements and organizations, iii) learn about relevant feminist 
approaches to research methods and ethics, as well as iv) practice our interview skills. 
 
In the second half of the course, students will conduct their interviews.  We will also listen 
to examples of audio documentaries that deal with issues of gender and diversity.  During 
class time, we will discuss not only the content of these documentaries, but also interview-
ing, writing, and editing techniques. 
 
In the last stage, we will share our findings with one another and use class time to carry out 
a collaborative analysis of our interview material.  Students can use this opportunity to gar-
ner feedback from peers about their research and their analysis as they produce the final 
outcomes for their project.  Finally, we will share our outcomes with our research partici-
pants and the general public.     
 
An intersectional approach will guide our research and analysis. An intersectional approach 
explores the ways in which gender combines with race, class, sexuality, ability and other as-
pects of social and lived identity to create unique experiences of oppression and privilege for 
women, men and other folk.  Thus, an intersectional approach allows us to better under-
stand both the various identities that comprise cultural diversity, and the diversity that con-
tributes to the formation and experience of personal and group identities feminist research. 

Activities and Outcomes 
 
Attendance and Participation 
For each day of class a student misses 2% will be taken from her final grade for the 
course.  Illness and serious personal issues including family emergencies will excuse 
students form this penalty.  Please inform the course instructor if you know you will be 
absent or as soon as possible following your absence. Your grade for participation will 
be based on instructor observation and self-assessment.  We will discuss the criteria for 
this assessment in class. 
 
Readings and Class Discussion 
Each week students will read specific texts (see Schedule of Activities below), come 
prepared to discuss these readings, and participate in the classroom discussion.  We‟ll 
talk more about how you ought to read these texts and what it means to be prepared 
for class. 
 
Workshops 
In addition to class discussion, we will carry out a series of skill-building workshops.  
These will focus on topics, such as:  building learning community norms, cultivating 
active listening, conducting in-depth interviews, and editing interviews for radio. 
 
Reflective Journals 
Students will hand in short journals in which they will reflect on their learning as the 
course progresses.  These reflections will focus on students‟ reactions to the readings 
and class discussions, interactions with research participants, and experiences of col-
laborative work. 
 
Secondary Research:  Canadian women in action 
Each student will read one article about feminist activism in Canada and write up a 
summary of the article.   In class we will share what we learned about feminist activism 
through reading the articles and work together to draw out some general characteristics 
of feminist activism.  We will also amalgamate our summaries into a collective anno-
tated bibliography, which students will be able to draw on in their future research. This 
research and analysis will provide a context for students‟ interviews and audio docu-
mentaries.  
 
Primary Research:  In-depth interviews 
In preparation for their interviews students will create a research proposal, which will 
include a short essay explaining the purpose and scope of the project as well as a set of 
interview questions.  Students will create audio recordings of their interviews. These 
interviews will form the core of students‟ final project(s).We will talk more about this 
project in class.  If at anytime you wish to learn more about conducting research with 
human participants at the University of Guelph please refer to the following URL ad-
dress: http://www.uoguelph.ca/research/services-divisions/ethics 
 
Final Projects:  Audio documentary 
Students will work in teams to create an audio essay/radio documentary based on their 
primary and secondary research.  This creative project will include writing a script and 
editing audio, and may include recording additional interviews.  In seminar, we will dis-
cuss assigned readings, assess and critique other students‟ writing and project ideas, 
learn about writing for radio and decide about how to present our research and audio 
essays to the public. 
 

Attendance and engaged participation (20%) 
Reflective journals (20%) 
Secondary Research (5%) 

Proposal and Interview (20%) 
Audio documentary (25%) 

Self and peer assessment (10%) 

Sample Syllabus: Women‟s Studies 3010: Gender and Diversity 

1 

2 



Sample Syllabus: Women‟s Studies 3010: Gender and Diversity (Continued) 
3 

Phase I Readings Workshops Out-of-class activity Outcomes 

Week 1 
Contemporary Feminist Activism 

  

Bromley and Ahmad 2006 
  

  Contemporary Activism Research 
Project 

  

Week 2 
Intersectionality and Social Movement 

Research 
  

Weber 1998 
Maddison 2007 
  
  
  

Standpoint and privilege 
(Concepcion and Eflin) 

Contemporary Activism Research 
Project 

Reflective Journal #1 due 

Week 3 
Feminist Ethics 

Preissle 2007 
Thorne 2008 
Alcoff 2008 

Collaborative analysis:  con-
temporary activism 

  Secondary research due 

Week 4 
Feminist Research Methods 

Hesse-Biber 2007 
DeVault and Gross 2007 

In-Depth Interviewing Prac-
tice 
  
Interviewing for Radio:  Kelly 
Jones 

  Interview questions due 

Week 5 
Black/African-Canadian Feminism I 

  

Deliovsky 2002 
Robertson 1999 
  
  
  

Feminist Radio   Final interview proposal due 

Week 6 
Black/African-Canadian Feminism II 

  

Timothy 2007 
Opini and Wane 2007 
Williams and Chau 2007 
  

Feminist Radio     

Phase II         

Week 7 
Indigenous Women and Feminism I 

  

Ouellette 2002, Ch. 2 and 4 Feminist Radio Conduct interviews Reflective Journal #2 due 

Week 8 
Indigenous Women and Feminism II 

  

Green 2007 
St. Denis 2007 

Feminist Radio Conduct interviews   

Week 9 
Writing and Editing for Radio 

  Editing Workshop:  Kelly 
Jones 

Conduct interviews   

Phase III         

Week 10 
Analysis and outcomes 

Student interviews Collaborative analysis:  inter-
views 

Final Project Reflective Journal #3 due 

Week 11 
Analysis and outcomes 

Student interviews Collaborative analysis:  inter-
views 

Final Project   

Week 12 
Analysis and outcomes 

  Discussion:  Assessment of 
learning and “Thank you” 

Final Project   

Exam week       Final Project due with self-
assessment of collaboration 
Reflective Journal #4 due 

(Note from the manual author: We have 12 week semesters at the University of Guelph. If you’re in the States, you could have TWO MORE WEEKS (!) to play with. Lucky!) 



Here are six possible short listening assignments that can be sprinkled throughout a course. Radio producers can suggest 
specific pieces to listen to (instead of using Public Radio Remix) and tailor these exercises to match course content. 

 
1. Take a small notebook and pen to a relatively busy location (downtown or a coffee shop or the mall). Sit still for five minutes 
and make a list of everything you hear. Write a few sentences of reflection: How many noises are there? How noticeable is each 
noise, compared to others? Then, take a ten minute stroll around the area. What new noises arise? Are there any rhythms? Do 
individual sounds make new sounds when combined? How much sound are you making? How do the sounds change your 
mood (if at all)? How much does the sound capture the feeling of the space you‟re in? (~300 words) 

 
2. Visit Public Radio Remix. http://prx.mx/ Click “play” and listen to the first two pieces that come up. In ~300 words, 
compare and contrast those pieces in terms of writing, sound design, effectiveness, and production. 

 
3. Visit Public Radio Remix. http://prx.mx/ Click “play” and listen to the first piece that comes up. Write a ~300 word 
reflection on the sound design of the piece: did the producer use music? If so, how? To what effect? Did the producer use 
silence effectively? How? What kinds of voices appeared in the piece? How often? What was the pacing like? What effect did 
that have? 

 
4. Visit Public Radio Remix. http://prx.mx/ Click “play” and listen to the first piece that comes up. a) Write a ~150 word 
reflection on the writing of the piece: what kinds of words did the host/narrator use? What tone of voice did the host/narrator 
use? What impact did that have on you? Where have you encountered writing like this before (if anywhere)? 

b) Try to write a five-seven sentence host intro for that piece. Tell us what the piece is about and why anyone would care, as if 
you were writing these sentences for a radio host to read before playing the piece. Then, write a ~150 word reflection on the 
process of making a host intro. Was it difficult? Easy? Why or why not? How is the writing in a host intro different from radio 
script writing and academic writing? 

 
5. Re-listen to your favourite piece of audio from this semester. In ~300 words, describe the piece, why you like it, what you 
noticed about it on your second listen that you didn‟t hear the first time around, and what you might change if you had been 
the producer. 

 
6. Listen to one of your peers‟ short doc assignments. Evaluate it according to the rubric your professor used to grade the 
assignments. Try to notice the following: has making radio changed the way you listen to radio? 

Listening and Reflection Assignments: Sample Prompts 

http://prx.mx/
http://prx.mx/
http://prx.mx/


Script Template—Doc Assignments 

This is a very simple script template that (if  expanded) can be used for the short and/or long doc 
assignment. The left-most column is for tracking what is happening in the „real time‟ of  the short 
doc - from minute one to minute three - in chronological order. The second column is for all the 
host narration (in this case, the student making the short doc). The third column indicates where 
in each clip a student can find the audio they need. The final column is for transcribing the clips 
that they‟ll use in their short doc, and noting where sound/music come in and fade out. 

    Real 
Time 

Audio Narration 

(0:00 - 0:15) 

Host: Saying something really deep 
and meaningful. 

Interviewee (and ambient noise to set the scene): “Oh, 
my goodness! Did you see that?!” 

Rec. 
Time 

(0:15 - 2:00) 

(7:20 - 7:35) 

(0:00 - 1:45) Music: some song by some band 



Assessment criteria 
 
Does your writing demonstrate an 
engagement with course material? 
 
Does your writing express your effort 
to seriously consider these questions? 
 
Is your writing: 
 Clear? 
 Concise? 
 Well-organized? 
 
Does your writing respond to the 
questions (i.e. stays focused on the 
topic)? 

Methods of  assessment need to be decided 
on a course-by-course basis, with 
consultation between the professor and the 
producer. The assignments should be 
specially tailored to contain course material 
so that students can be assessed on their 
knowledge, as well as  radio skills. Profs 
should re-word these categories 
accordingly. 

 Excellent 

(100%) 

Yes  

(80%) 

Needs 

improvement 

(70%) 

Needs 

significant 

improvement 

(60%) 

Incomplete 

(0%) 

Considered      

Clear, 

concise, 

and well-

organized 

     

Engages 

course 

material 

     

On topic      

Assessment rubric 

Listening and Reflection Assessment: Sample Rubric 

Total 



The professor and producer will have to work together to sort out what these categories mean in order to reflect both 
acquired radio skills and acquired class knowledge (remember: this is the template. Please experiment!). 

 
The assessment of  the short doc should reflect more attention to radio skills than will be necessary in the assessment 

of  the long doc assignments, where assessment of  knowledge of  course material should take precedence over 
assessment of  radio making skills. 

Grade Breakdown: 
 
1. General: 
 
 Good use of 3:00 (presentation of content)   /15 
 
 Influenced by course material   /20 
  
 Analysis of course material    /15 
 
      Subtotal  /50 
 
 

 
 
2. Production: 
 
 Voicing       /10 
 
 Time and pacing      /15 
 
 Editing skills      /10 
 
 Writing and  management of constraints /15 
 
 Creativity within constraint    /5 
 
     Subtotal   /50 
      
      
     Total   /100 
 
Comments: 

Short Doc Assessment: Sample Rubric 



The professor and producer will have to work together to sort out what these categories mean in order to reflect both 
acquired radio skills and acquired class knowledge (remember: this is the template. Please experiment!). 

Grade Breakdown: 
 
1. General: 
 
 Well-organized     /7 
  
 Influenced by course material  /10 
 
 Analysis of course material   /10 
 
 Well-situated in broad course context /5 
 
 Reflection on process    /3 
 
 Defined any technical language  /5 
 
     Subtotal  /40 
 
2. Interview Content: 
 
 Attentiveness/listening skills  /10 
 
 Depth and care     /10 
 
     Subtotal  /20 
 
 

 
 
3. Editing: 
 
 Timing and pacing     /8 
  
 Editing skills      /8 
 
 Creativity       /4 
 
     Subtotal   /20 
 
4. Collaboration: 
 
 Collaboration and group decisions  /20 
 
     Subtotal   /20 
 
      
      
     Total   /100 
 
Comments: 

Long Doc (Final Assignment) Assessment: Sample Rubric 



Resources 

Listening Technology /  
Production 

Teaching 

Public Radio Remix:  
 

prx.mx/ 
(also available as a free app!) 

Third Coast International 
Audio Library: 

 
www.thirdcoastfestival.org

/library 

How Sound - the Back-
ground to Great Radio 

Storytelling: 
 

http://howsound.org/ 

Transom:  
 

transom.org 

Transom:  
 

transom.org 

How Sound - the Back-
ground to Great Radio 

Storytelling: 
 

http://howsound.org/ 

AIR: Association for 
Independents in Radio: 

 
http://www.airmedia.org/ 

CFRU Manuals and Guides: 
 

http://volunteers.cfru.ca/
resources/manuals 

B-Side Radio:  
 

www.bsideradio.org 



Contact + Contribute 

Get in touch! I‟d love to hear from you - 
about what you‟re doing and whether or 
not this manual worked for you. If  you 
have any questions or comments about 
how this manual got made or how we did 
the 2013 Academic Radio Project, I‟m 
happy to have a chat. If  you‟d like a sec-
ond or third set of  ears to listen to plans 
for your own academic radio endeavours, 
I‟m happy to help! 
 
Email: hardcastle.jones@gmail.com 
 
Twitter: @khjones 
 
Skype: hardcastle.jones 
 
Phone: 226-500-2776 

If  you‟ve done your own academic 
radio experiment and would like to 
contribute your experience to the 

development of  this manual, 
please check out its website: 

 
sites.google.com/site/

theacademicradioproject 
 

(due to be up and running in the fall of  
2013) 


